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**Book Reviews**


In this the second edition of his volume on the central nervous system, Per Brodal has risen to the challenge of explaining an increasingly complex topic by a synthesis of style and format that immediately engages even the first time reader, and facilitates understanding. Examples are as follows: i.) the text is developed within the contextual frameworks of normal and abnormal neurological function; ii.) the text builds on its contextual frameworks of function and dysfunction by emphasizing neural networks and neural connectivity; iii.) the text whets the appetite of those interested in the nervous system by highlighting areas of controversy and lack of knowledge, and by delving more deeply into certain areas by a format that does not distract or disengage the reader; iv.) the text does not overwhelm because it is set up for selective perusal, and uses succinct declarative sub-headings to focus attention by means of summary; v.) the bibliography is organized to match chapter and section content. This feature is a useful aid to students, tutors and facilitators to promote more in-depth literature perusal; vi.) photomicrographs and drawings are of high quality and clearly complement the text to facilitate learning.

This text belongs in the curriculum of students beginning studies in the health sciences disciplines. The author has been faithful to the Brodal tradition of bridging the gap between basic and clinical neurosciences by relating structure at all levels of the nervous system (molecular, cellular, systems) to its functions.

R.J. Riopelle, Kingston, Ontario


This edited book on right hemisphere language concentrates on comprehension from phonology to pragmatics. It is a multi-disciplinary effort with most of the contributions being linguists and psychologists but also a few neurologists and neuroscientists researching anatomy. Right hemisphere language capacity has been much debated. This is not a trivial topic from the point of view of neurobiology and psycholinguistics or even clinical neurology, although clinical issues are not prominent in this book. For instance, there is a chapter on right hemisphere contributions to creative problem-solving but not on recovery from aphasia. There is no chapter on PET scanning or fMRI that have thrown some light on right hemisphere language function, but there is a chapter in the book on event related potentials and some computer modeling of the semantic space that challenges the comprehension of non technical readers. Particularly interesting are the chapters that make an attempt at integrating hemispheric processing of language. There is no doubt that language deficits are subtle with right hemisphere damage but the evidence for right hemisphere participation in language processing is indeed extensive and some of this is highlighted and updated in this book.

Language comprehension is a complex phenomenon requiring phonological processing, the recognition of lexical units and their integration into meaning, the use of syntax (which the right hemisphere by the way seems incapable of doing). The processing of paralinguistic or pragmatic aspects of language such as humor, context and other highly integrated functions, on the other hand, may